LUCIFER, LIGHT ANGEL
FROM DEVIL TO SAINT

(VICE – VERSA)
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IN THE SPIRIT, THE CREATION
OF SPECIES
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“IN THE BEGINNING, EMPTINESS
(IRRESPECTIVE OF COLOR OR SUBSTANCE)”

At first there was only “EMPTINESS” and that
emptiness was looking for itself. When it felt the non
existence of any species, it started to be worried with
itself, making the following questions.
Who am I?
Where I came from?
What I am made of?
Where will I go?
And many other questions on its regard, so many
centuries have passed and not even “HIM” could
imagine.
All of a sudden, there came its true Inspiration:
Create!
Create!
Create!
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“GOD” firstly created itself, because he knew “HE”
was the sole and infinite specie in the Universe
Wilderness (which was “HIMSELF”).
Secondly, “GOD” creates many beings who he called
Angels, highlighting among those creatures one to be
his immediate interlocutor (called LUCIFER), but
without avoiding to place the Will in those beings led
by such Angel.
Thus, many years have passed without any being
could detect his real existence.
“GOD” seeing the restlessness of created beings
(Angels), thought it was necessary to create new
Species in this World (s) and the Star (s) already in
existence and created by “HIM”, as many of his
Children led by the Angel he created to be intermediate
between “HIM” and other species constantly lived
looking for activities.

“GOD” knowing the species (ANGELS) created by
“HIM” were evolved at the point of causing problems
to himself and it was impossible to create more
evolved species, as creating more developed species
than himself was as it his own self destruction.
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Starting from this belief of Regressively Evolving,
“GOD” made the decision to Recede to an inferior level
to Angels and created Man and Woman and noticing
the necessity to make an experience in those more
fragile beings, but having the same characteristics of
coming and going within their defined space, he felt
the necessity to check their obedience.

“REFLEXION”

When “GOD” created the first beings, he gifted them
with so high life capacity that he felt it was difficult to
take it away and, as he did not want to destroy them,
he felt the necessity to create less elevated species.
Creating Man and Woman on Earth, “GOD” called them
and said:
You will eat all fruits from this Garden, except the
Forbidden Fruit. “GOD” had given wisdom and Will to
the Species “HE” created, so there was no real
predominance of Tamers and Tamed on Earth.
The beings (Angels) who were created by “GOD”
before Man and Woman, experienced, some jealousy
of those tiny creatures to whom the Creator was giving
some attention and, at the same time, “GOD”s disciple,
to whom it was given certain powers, lived on Earth
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and in other Planets imitating the Creator, he was that
Angel called “LUCIFER”. “GOD” knew his Son was by
Divine force attempting to be considered God and he
tried it so hard that he got to make the two most
fragile beings (Man and Woman) disobey the Creator
(but, it was all already part of “GOD”s plan). Upon
disobeying the Creator, Man and Woman were at the
mercy of himself and of other species created by
“GOD” (either Animals or Angels themselves). As
LUCIFER felt Human fragility, he rebelled against “GOD”
and requested the domain on those beings, and “GOD”
Said: “YOU WILL DOMAIN THE EARTH, BUT YOU WILL
NEVER BE RECOGNIZED AS “GOD”).

“CORRUPTION OF HUMAN GENDER”

Seeing the Angels (the first “GOD”’s children) that
the species created by “GOD” had privileges he
considered to be better than those given to Them, he
became Humans and took Daughters and Sons of
Humans, as well as among themselves (Carrying out
“SEXES”) generating all Human Race on Earth.
“GOD” allowed his Children cohabited among
themselves, but warning his first children (the Angels)
on the consequences of this act.
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Thus, the Humankind started to expand, and it was
Born Human Beings of all Origins and Ethnicities
throughout the Earth.
“GOD”, seeing the disrespect spread among his
Children and regretting to form the created Species,
either Men or Angels, decided to punish them all by
destructing both (including the Wild beings).
When he felt the Creator would destruct everyone
who disobeyed him, LUCIFER came to “HIM” and
requested his permanence in Universal System, and
“GOD” agreed with it, but it was taken from him all
powers over those creatures, leaving his potential to
raise only up to the clouds and his followers would
remain over Waters and Earths in an Invisible way and
the Earth would belong to Human Beings and Animals.
And, as “GOD” determined the destruction of many
Humans and Animals through a Flood, being alive only
the beings determined by the CREATOR. After the
Flood, the disobedient Angels returned to their
primitive forms, but in inferior life conditions.

“HUMAN BEING RETURNING TO SIN”
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The first species of this new World lived in contact with
“GOD” for many years and it was Born thousands of
other species on Earth, then the Angels disobeyed the
CREATOR again and populated the Earth in relationship
with Humans and among themselves the Spirits of dead
people in the Flood Born again as Humans and many
others were tormenting those Humans, forming many
families who disobeyed “GOD”.

Then, many centuries passed, many Cities were
formed, fights in many areas, there were real Human
Powers and it was given by “GOD” the fist “LAWS”
(TESTAMENTS) to a people who kept firmer than the
others (despite the same Divine origin), who, after
many years, were called “JEWS”.

“COMING OF JESUS CHRIST”

Seeing “GOD” the necessity of His participation
among Human Beings to be an example and without,
however, having to destroy everything again and
feeling the Human Beings were a predominant BEING
with condition to be Educated, as the Spirits coming
from them either were not one of causing agents of
many problems, decided to directly participate in the
EARTH LIFE, giving also conditions to Human Being
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adore themselves, as the same had the fixed idea of
adoring things seen at the naked eye and few of them
believed in a single GOD.
And it came “JESUS CHRIST”, born from a Jewish
Woman called Mary, by sexualized by “GOD” (the
“CREATOR” Spirit who no one sees), and coming Jesus
to strengthen the LAWS (Mandaments) and give
confidence to Human Beings and Angels to live in Peace
and trust a better World, but without getting rid of
those who live in it.
Having the group many Beliefs, with the Death of
JESUS CHRIST, being even stronger the participation of
“GOD” in contact with Human Beings, the Angels and
all Universal Species.

“LUCIFER, THE SAINT”

Lúcifer, or Lucifer Calaritanus (Italian: Lucifero da
Cagliari) was a bishop of Cagliari in Sardinia and is a
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known Christian saint, specially by his opposition to
arianism.
His day, in the calendar of Catholic and Apostolic
Roman Church is May 20th. A chapel at the Caligliari
Cathedral is dedicated to Saint Lúcifer (perhaps the
only one in the world). Marie Josephine Louise of
Savoy, wife of Louis XVIII of France, is buried there.
At the Council of Milan, in 354, he defended
Athanasius of Alexandria and opposed to powerful
arians, which made the emperor Constantius II,
supporter of the arians, to confine him in the palace for
three days. During his confinement, Lúcifer argued
with the emperor in such vehement way that he
(Lúcifer) ended up being banished, together with
Eusebius of Vercelli and Dionisius of Millan, first to
Palestine, then to Thebais, in Egypt. While exiled, he
wrote fiery pamphlets to the emperor, which put him
under risk of martyrdom.
After the death of Constantius II and the accession
of Julian the Apostate, Lucifer was released in 362.
However, would not be reconciled to former arians or
whom had had contact with them. He (Lúcifer)
opposed the Bishop Meletius, who came to accept the
Nicene creed (and for that was driven out by arians).
Although Meletius had the support of many
proponents of Nicene theology at Antioch, Lucifer put
his support behind the Eustathian party which had
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unflinchingly stood by the Nicene creed, and prolonged
the schism between meletians and eustathians by
consecrating without licence a certain Paulinus as
bishop. He subsequently returned to Cagliari where,
according to Jerome (in De Viris lllustribus – chapter 95
),he (Lúcifer) died in 370.
It is hinted it in the writings of Saint Ambrose, Saint
Augustine and Saint Jerome, who refers to his followers
as luciferians, a division that started at the beginning of
century V. Saint Jerome in his “ALTERCATIO
LUCIFERIANI ET ORTHODOXI” (("Altercation of a
Luciferian and an Orthodox"), demonstrates almost
everything that is known about Lúcifer and his ideas,
included among the main writings of Lúcifer bishop:
“NON CONVENIENDO CUM HAERETICIS”, REGIBUS
APOSTATICIS, and SAINT ATHANASIUS.
NOTE: After the death of Saint Lúcifer, the
Luciferians were led by his main disciple, Saint
Gregorious of Elvira.

“WORKS OF SAINT LUCIFER”
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Bishop Lucifer of Cagliari's surviving writings, all of
which date from the period of his exile, are directed
against Arianism and reconciliation with heresy.
His works are written in the form of speeches
delivered directly to Constantius II and repeatedly
address the emperor in the second person throughout.
His main writings are: Moriundum esse pro Dei filio (“It
is Necessary to Die for the Son of God”), “De non
conveniendo cum haereticis” (“On not meeting with
heretics”), “De regibus apostaticis” (“On apostate
kings”), “De non parcendo in Deum delinquentibus” (“
not forgiving those who transgress against God”) and
the two books of “Quia absentem nemo debet iudicare
nec damnare, sive De Athanasio” (“That no one ought
to be judged or damned while absent, or On
Athanasius”). His texts quote extensively from the
Bible and so are useful as sources for the Vetus Latina.
Also extant is a pair of letters which are allegedly
correspondence between Lucifer and the emperor's
secretary Florentius on the subject of some of Lucifer's
inflammatory works that he had sent to Constantius II.

“ VENERATION TO SAINT LUCIFER”
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The Cagliari church celebrated the Saint Lúcifer feast
on May 20th. Two Archbishops of Sardinia wrote for
and against the sanctity of Lucifer. The Congregation of
the Inquisition imposed silence on both parties, and
decreed that the veneration of Lucifer should stand as
it was. The Bollandists defended this decree of the
Congregation contending that the Lucifer in question is
not the author of the schism, but another Lucifer who
suffered martyrdom in the persecution of the Vandals.

“THE NAME (LUCIFER)”

His name shows that “LUCIFER” was not, at least in
IV century, only a synonym to “SATAN”.
But, with the movements as of XIX century, there
was a certain confusion, implying that the Luciferians
(different from theological sense that is presented
here) were satanists.
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It must be observed that it does not make its “CULT”
is suppressed or his canonization reassessed. Although
he is not often mentioned to avoid misunderstandings
and scandals.

“POETIC REFLECTIONS”

“ON”

“LUCIFER X JESUS CHRIST”
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“HOMAGES”
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“LUCIFER”

16

MOST BEUATIFUL NAME OF THE
UNIVERSE
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I am not “DEFENDING” anyone, but “GOD” (Universe)
placed the most beautiful name of the “UNIVERSE” in
him or her, as it is said the “ANGELS” have two genders.
They say that such “ANGEL” is the “UNIVERSAL
TERROR”!!!???. Isn’t it possible to catechize that
person, as he/she has the +++ BEAUTIFUL NAME
INFINITELY SPOKEN! Being this name above all names.
The religious people go everywhere to catechize
other brothers, catechize him/her or take his/her
name, as we cannot lose a name to “BEAUTIFUL” and,
according to Civil Laws, it is prohibited somebody to be
called “LUCIFER”.
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“POETRIES”
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MADNESS

I WILL PREACH (TALK)
ABOUT LUCIFER
WITH SO MUCH “POWER”
THAT “SKYES AND EARTH”
WILL “SHAKE”

Holy Spirit
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MADNESS

“JESUS”
“IS THE REAL
MATERIAL
AND
SPIRITUAL
LUCIFER”

Holy Spirit
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TRANSCENDENTAL
“SAINT LUCIFER”
The Catholic Apostolic Roman Church has history
And lots of history, it Santified Lúcifer Bishop
At the level of Universal Saint (a Greek/Roman God)
Unknown to many people, but considered by many of
them
As causer of Humankind’s Problems
But, poorly informed of what is mentioned
In Universal Bibles, I mention the Jewish ones
One of the most known claiming that “GOD IS
EVERYTHING”
Regardless of actions he might carry out
Wisely, the Catholic Apostolic Roman Church
Did not reject and Santified “LUCIFER” and made him
Church Saint
Many people are afraid of this name and do not known
this fact mentioned here
As the same is not openly preached to its members
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In addition to the name “LUCIFER” has been prohibited
by Civil Laws
To ne put in any living “BEING”
So, let’s proclaim “SAINT LUCIFER”
Who is also denominated “LORD”
Not forgetting that “JESUS CHRIST”
Also has this “PRAISE”

Holy Spirit

TRANSCENDENTAL

I love “JESUS” he is “LUCIFER”!
I love Jesus!
As He is Lúcifer, killed with words!
Without ever holding a Sword”
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As the Word also kills, but saves”
Saves from Drugs/Wars!
Which is the own Universe!
I love JESUS!
As, He is Lúcifer, I warn it!
Enjoy the Positive, as the negative kills!
Before the time, any Mr. (Mrs.)!
I love “JESUS”, as He is “LUCIFER”!
The Paraclete of Father (Father of UNIVERSE)!
Therefore, He, “JESUS” is not anyone!
I love “JESUS”, as He is “LUCIFER”!
I know that us, his “DEVILS”, want the eternal life!
As “JESUS, the LUCIFER” died and Resurrected!
Practicing the Love for me, for you, for us!
His Disciples in this Wilderness that belongs to us!
“THE LUCIFER/SATAN/DEMONS (and other DEVILS
+++!)”
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Holy Spirit

TRANSCENDENTAL

““LUCIFER/DEMON/SATAN/BEELZEBUB
ETC ETC ETC”
I was not doing anything
And thinking about one thousand things
Even about this subject
Which was food for thought
In my thoughts
I found myself in Philosophy
Where it is said the Truth/Lie
So that everything is allowed
To be false of Real!
Where the “noble companion”
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Mentioned in the Title of Poetry
Simply helped to populate
The entire Universe!
And nowadays it is difficult
To find such (“FALLEN ANGEL”)
Some say that even “JESUS CHRIST”
Is the “REAL ONE!”

Holy Spirit

TRANSCENDENTAL

“universe/Lucifer/”MARY”/Jesus Christ”

The Universe is interesting if we follow the Jewish
history
And many other cultures that adapt and are similar
To Judaism Bibles!
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Such Universe (really infinite), is always catching one of
its (their) child (ren).
To transform and create new wisdom!
After making the first lives denominated Angels.
Caught “LUCIFER” for new Hegemonies
Making the same to rebel and together with other
“ANGELS”
Made the creation of Earth Dimension to found other
Dynasties!
After lots of winds, with pains and sufferings
Prepared a beautiful young woman called “MARY”
To conceive his Child, so “HARMONY” could be
achieved!
That young “JESUS CHRIST”, despite all bloodshed
Has exactly the same destiny of “LUCIFER”
To be loved by some people and hated by others
As they together form the same “DYNASTY”
They are responsible for (Universal) Peace and WAR
If they live disunited and do not preach the “WORD”
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Not mattering how and where they are in such
wilderness
Of “BEINGS” created by the Universe, directly or
indirectly connected with “THEM”
To cultivate their “WISDOM”!

Holy Spirit

MADNESS
LUCIFER’S “SON” “JESUS CHRIST”
Lúcifer has, and will always have, many children
The most famous “SON”, who divided the World
(Universe) in Times
Is the famous “JESUS CHRIST”, “THE MAN’S SON”
Who Philosophized and poetized, teaching many good
and bad things
Stimulating all kinds of Universal “BEINGS”!
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Despite the problems this Lúcifer caused and will
always cause
Hopes to all Universal Beings!
Without having written anything, only through
registered words
By his followers
Let’s “PRAY AND WATCH” and always “LOVE YOUR
NEIGHBOR”
As the famous Lucifer’s Son taught us
Giving his life to teach us
To live, enjoying the Universal goods
Sharing with the brothers to live!

MADNESS

“JESUS, the satan lucifer demon”

“Satan lucifer demon is the same as “JESUS”
Believe it, if you want!
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We are all a single family
In this infinite Wilderness
Believe it, if you want!
Being “LOVE” the solution
Of my, yours, our problems
Believe it, if you want!
Only the “UNIVERSE” is fixed
That is a dwelling place for “JESUS”
“SATAN LUCIFER DEMON”
Believe it, if you want!
“JESUS”
It was the end of abnormalities
Of showing up many other Gods
Believe it, if you want!
Now we know
That HE “JESUS” is the real
“SATAN” / “DEMON” / “LUCIFER”!
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Holy Spirit

HUMOROUS MADNESS

“LUCIFER”

I have already made my choice
My choice is:
“LUCIFER”
Each person must make his/her own choice
And stays with whoever they want!
“LUCIFER”
The wronged by creation
Who has messed things
Saying he is the brother!
The so searched God
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And is only a dwelling place
That made “LUCIFER”
To take over
All men and women!

Holy Spirit

TRANSCENDENTAL

“LUCIFER’s worshipers”

According to the Jewish Bible
And other writings in the Universe
But, based only in our case
This Enlightened “BEING” (Lúcifer) for being
One of the first species created by the Universe
Had/has/will always have a great responsibility
For Universal Progress, either they want it or not
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As their Branches (Sons and Daughters)
Of all natures and origins were divided into Branches
In the Universe in many ways and Harmony
Therefore we must not be harmed
And condemn anyone
As we can be condemning ourselves
In the past, present and future
Distorting Universal facts
Causing real disharmonies
We must “PRAY AND WATCH”
To not cause disharmony among brothers and sisters
Regardless of their Universal creation
As everything indicates that our “ORIGIN”
Also comes from this “TRANSCENDENTAL BEING”!

Holy Spirit
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DIFFERENT REFLECTIONS

UNIVERSALS
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TRANSCENDENTAL
Universe, the “CRAZY”
The Universe (God) is weird
Condemns us in “EVE” and “ADAM”
Two naive beings and without malice
Who were created with “ANGELS”
Knowing the good and bad things
(even without the Good and Bad things existing)
And saves us in Jesus Christ afterwards
And allowing problems to happen (real fights)
(as he previously allowed)
Being able to fix our mistakes
(for many people) henceforth
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But, he got crazy again
By saying he would go out there and return later
(continuing with the kills)
Leaving a hope to live in perseverance
And everyone ending up “CRAZY”, as “PAUL”
mentioned
(which according to the same)
The Universe’s crazy (God) is the wisest one
Then the madmen (HE) created
Not seeing and, if they see it, they take advantage of it
Of what is mentioned in the Bibles (all of them)
“EVERYTHING IS JUST REGRESSION AND EVOLUTION
OF THE UNIVERSE’S CRAZY, WHO CAN ONLY REGRESS
ITSELF
INSIDE OF HIMSELF TO BE ABLE TO EVOLVE”

Holy Spirit
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TRANSCENDENTAL

“I need to speak about GOD”

They involved me
I was involved
I was offended, I offended
And I am here Lord, speaking of You
Protected me! Protected You
Today I deliver to you, Lord
The wisdom came from me
But created by You
To love God above all things
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You have Said it here once!
But, how come we not love first the things
Coming from inside You?!
Holy Spirit

LOVE

Love!
Is like a child
There are many stages to be reached
If the real love is God
Why we Humans cannot imitate it?
Love!
When it domains the Heart
And the Head of Human Being
Then, we are sure of the presence of God!
Love!
Has the same amount of letters
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Of the name “GOD”
Coincidence or not, grow them!

Holy Spirit
LOVE

“GOD’s beauty”
Is not in the Wilderness
“INFINITE”
But in the particles
Considered Beings
“LIVES”
Existing within
The same !
It does not matter the type of
Beings (Lives)
“ARE”
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Holy Spirit

LOVE

“LOVE is a Word with taste
But BITTER like GALL
It leaves the MOUTH without PRAISE”
“PRAY AND WATCH endlessly
Your feelings and actions
To deal with LOVE
To educate your EMOTIONS”
“The 100% true LOVE does not exist
Not even of the CREATOR (as you want)
As the Universe does not have option
Besides its regression
Therefore, he lives to teach his children
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That the real LOVE
It taking care of and taking care of itself
Irrespective of who is the Sister or Brother
Holy Spirit
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LOVE

Love
Is like a flower
Even scented and beautiful
Has its Thorns!
If you find “LOVE”
Keep it carefully
“PRAY AND WATCH”
So that your nest is not undone!

Holy Spirit
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WORD

THE STRONGEST WORD
THERE IS...
IS OUR BODY!
TAKE A GOOD CARE OF IT
OTHERWISE “HE” DOES NOT
“RESIST”

Holy Spirit
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PRAY AND WATCH

PRAY AND WATCH
ALWAYS THANKING
EVEN IF YOU DO NOT BELIEVE IT
AND NEVER FORGETTING
THAT WE ARE NOTHING X NOTHING
IN THIS WILDERNESS
OF “BEING AND NOT BEING”

Holy Spirit
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PRAY AND WATCH

PRAY AND WATCH
YOU DO NOT NEED TO PRAY THE ROSARY
NOT EVEN HURT YOUR KNEEWS
DEFINITELY NOT PAYING PROMISES
REMEMBER THAT THE BEST ...
“PENITENCE IS THE PATIENCE”
IF YOU WANT TO “PRAY” IT IS ENOUGH TO SAY
“PEACE AND GOOD”
AND NEVER FORGET THAT THERE IS
“TIME FOR EVERYTHING”
SO: “PRAY AND WATCH”

Holy Spirit
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TOWER OF BABEL

THE FIRST
“SPACECRAFT”
WAS...
“TOWER OF BABEL”
NOWADAYS WE ...
“FLY”
NOWADAYS WE ...
“SOUND”
AND WE DO NOT GO TO...
“THE SKY”

Holy Spirit
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NATURE

THE “NATURE”
IS DESTRUCTED
BY ANOTHER NATURE
WHO IS MERCILESS
OF ITS “CREATOR”
NATURE

Holy Spirit
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WHO IS GOD?!
“GOD IS THE DWELLING PLACE”
AND “WE” ARE THE “UNITS”
NOW WE HAVE TO “PRAY AND WATCH”
WHICH IS THE SAME THING AS TAKING CARE OF
OURSELVES
TO GET TO SPEND MORE TIME
WITHOUT “TRANSFORMING” (DEATH)
SPECIALLY IF THE TYPE OF LIFE IS
SO GOOD TO ENJOY AND RELAX!

Holy Spirit
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JESUS

JESUS
Is progress!
JESUS
Is present
JESUS
Is happiness!
JESUS
Is charity!
JESUS
Is affinity!
JESUS
Is it is regress
“IT IS TO REDUCE THE MISSING FEELING”
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Holy Spirit
PLACE /FIND /PEACE

“IF YOU WANT TO CALM DOWN
CHOOSE A PLACE
(EVEN WITHIN THE CROWD)
AND BE IN SOLITUDE
OF “YOURSELF”
TO “PRAY AND WATCH”
WITH OR WITHOUT AGGRESSION
(IN YOUR PRAYER)
AS, EVEN IN INSECT
(NO MATTER HOW SMALL IT IS)
CAN SHATTER YOUR PEACE
IN THIS ...
(WILDERNESS)”
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Holy Spirit
HEAVEN /BEGINNING/END

OUR HEAVEN
STARTS IN EACH STEP ...
THAT IS GIVEN!
AND IS FINISHED
WHEN STEPS ARE COMPLETED!
AND NEVER ENDS
EVEN IF THE STEPS STOP!

Holy Spirit
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“GOD” (Speak /Believe)

“GOD”
I like to speak, not to believe
As, if not believing
I do not have to acquit
Who created “LIFE” and “DEATH”
Leaving us the “LUCK”
Of suffering in this “DARKNESS”
Accusing one another
Of this debauchery that rules in Wilderness!
If you believe I have to speak
Who created at random, I applaud
As, it is necessary the help of your creations
To organize this mess
Otherwise everything go “DOWN THE DRAIN”
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Holy Spirit
My (real) “GOD”

My real “GOD” is the “EMPTY SPACE”
Regardless of “COLOR”, the lives, “BEINGS” inside the
same
Are all the same, irrespective of the type of “BEING”!
From the most insignificant being (for some people)
To the most important being (idem)
Regardless of what it is (everyone have the same value)
Now we only have to “PRAY AND WATCH”
Like the EDUCATOR beings require
WORK AND STUDY (one of them “ARE BOTH”)
It must be emphasized that “PRAY AND WATCH”
Is not simply “STUDY AND WORK”
It is caring, taking care of yourself and of fellow beings!
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Holy Spirit
“THE END IS THE BEGINNING (Biblical)!

Whenever something is ended
Something starts once more!
Because every End is the Beginning of something
Therefore, always try once more!
Do not take your life for any reason whatsoever
Do not take someone else’s life either
When you eat, no matter what
Pray and thank for your food!
As there was the end of a life
To save another life too!
“PRAY AND WATCH” your acts
Always and endlessly in this coming and going!
Never forget that: “THE END IS THE BEGINNING”
In this Wilderness...
Even with Barriers, Brothers and Sisters!
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Holy Spirit

JESUS CHRIST

The materially spoken Christ already existed
He has been here centuries ago
He died Crucified for error and sins
That “HE” did not commit
He was good, Resurrected Dead People, loving
everyone
Without distinction of Color, Ethnicity, Social Position
or Religion
The Materially spoken Christ
Was crucified by mistakes “HE” did not commit
They were committed by ambitious Men for Social
positions
Separation of epidermis seen at the naked eye
Or many times camouflaged
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Christ Existed! Exists! Will always exist!
We just have to look at the Sky
To ourselves and ask:
My God! What is the purpose of our existence?
“LOVE ONE ANOTHER”!
It was “CHRIST” who told us many centuries ago
“LOVE ONE ANOTHER, AS HE LOVED US”!

Holy Spirit

FAITH AND REASONING

FAITH AND REASONING...
IT IS THE SOLUTION
TO LIVE WELL
THIS IMAGINATION
TO BE IN HEAVEN
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AND SAY NO!
Holy Spirit
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